
1. Let's set up the image first.  500 by 500, RGB, 8 bits, 100 ppi.

2. Create a new layer then zoom in to 500%

3. Grab the Pencil tool and pick the 20 pixel hard square tip.

4. Change the foreground color to a dark gray (404040 rgb 64, 64, 64) and change

the background color to a light gray (C0C0C0 rgb 192, 192, 192).

5. Click and place a dark gray square and then place another right next to it.  You

should have a rectangle that is 40 by 20.

6. Duplicate this layer, click on the Paint Bucket tool, swap the foreground and

background colors, and then fill it with the light gray.

7. Click on the Move tool and move this layer up so that it aligns with the edge of

the dark rectangle.  Hold down the Shift key while moving so that the rectangle

doesn't go off to one side.  Now, on the keyboard, hit the up arrow 2 times.  This

empty space will be for our outline stroke later on down the line.  If you want a

thicker stroke then make the empty space 3 or 4 or whatever.  For now, though,

just go with 2.

8. Merge this layer down by hitting ctrl-e.  Duplicate it and then move it sideways

until the edges line up, then merge it down again.  We now have a basic house,

light gray is the sun side and dark gray is the shaded side.

9.

10. Duplicate the layer again then hit Edit – Transform – Rotate = 90 degrees CCW.

11. Move this layer to the side, let's go with the right side, align the edges, and merge

down.



12.

13. A roof like this has two options: mitred or not.  Mitred roof is easier to make (for

us but not for the builder) and an unmitred roof is easier for the builder to make

(but harder for us).

14. Click on the Eraser tool and pick the 2 pixel hard square tip.  At the top make sure

that it is in pencil mode.  Use the eraser to erase a line that will be the main center

line of the house's roof.  For mine I just connected the vertical empty space with

the horizontal empty space..  

15. Click back on the Paint Bucket tool and fill in the roof areas with the appropriate

colors.

16. Click back on the Eraser tool and erase the mitre lines...these are the lines where

the roofs meet.  They should be 45 degrees.  The mitre roof makes for an easy

mitre line but the other roof is a little more complicated but not too bad.



18. To make sure that we get all possible variations of how the house will align to the

sun we need to make some copies.  Duplicate the house, rotate it 90 degrees

clockwise, and move it down.  Do this again.  Do this another time.  You should

end up with 4 houses (if you're doing both styles like I am then you'll have 8).

Merge the layers together.  Now go back and fill in the roof areas with the

appropriate colors.



20. Rename this layer to “House Base” and hide the layer (poke out the eye on the

Layer Palette).

21. Now when we want to put some textures on top of the roofs the textures won't

appear right on some areas.  Say like a shingle pattern; it will look fine going

horizontally here but going vertically it will get messed up.  Therefore, we have to

create what I call the vertical base  Duplicate the House Base layer.  Use the

Magic Wand tool to select the horizontal roof areas and then hit the Delete key

and deselect (ctrl-d).  Tip:  hold down the Shift key to select multiple areas at a

time.

22. Rename this layer to “Vert base” and hide the layer.



23.

24. Next we have two options; patterns that we find on the internet will all be going

horizontally so we can either make a duplicate pattern that is rotated or we can

just go ahead and rotate our vertical bases right now.  Either way it's quite easy.

For now, let's rotate our roofs 90 degrees CCW.

25. Find your favorite roof pattern, there are tons of them around the internet, just

remember where you save them to.

26. In PS, open the image of your pattern.  Click on Edit – Define Pattern.  Give it a

new name if you wish, then close the image, and come back to our houses image.

27. Click back on the House Base layer, duplicate it, and hide the underneath layer

(that one will always remain our base and we will make changes to copies).  

28. Do the same for the Vert Base layer...play around with the copies and leave the

original layer hidden.

29. Click back on the House Base Copy layer.  Add a Layer Style of Pattern Overlay.

Scroll through the list of patterns until you find your newly created pattern (it

should be at the very end of the list).  Click on that and voila, we have a roof.  But



not so fast my friend.  We're making brushes here, not layer styles, so we have

some more work to do.

30. If your pattern has any color on it then we have to get rid of that.  Add a Layer

Style of Color Overlay.  Choose white and then set the blend mode to Color...this

effectively turns it into a grayscale which is how PS defines its brushes.

31. Back on the Layer Palette, right click on this layer and choose “Copy Layer

Style”.  Right click on the Vert Base Copy layer and choose “Paste Layer Style”.

32.   

33. Next, we have to merge the layer style to the layer itself.  Still on the Vert Base

Copy layer, hold down the Ctrl key and on the Layer Palette click on the icon for

“Create New Layer”.  By holding down the Ctrl key the new layer is created

underneath the current active layer.  Click back on the Vert Base Copy layer, link

it to the underneath layer (the empty box next to the eyeball on the Layer Palette),

and hit ctrl-e to merge the two layers.  By merging the layer with layer styles to an

empty layer the layer styles are merged with the underlying pixels (the dark gray



and light gray) thus removing the layer style.  You'll notice that my vertical roof

parts looks funny with how the shingles do not follow the roof line.

34. Now do the same for the House Base Copy layer.

35. Merging to empty layers renames the layer unless you remember to link the layers

so check to make sure that your layers have the right names or you might get lost

down the line.

36. Click back on the Vert Base Copy layer and rotate it 90 degrees CW and the use

the Move tool to align the edges.  Once you have everything aligned properly you

can merge down.  Now we're really close to being done with this part.  You'll

notice that my shingles now look correct.

38. If your pattern is very dark then add a Layer Style of Color Overlay of white.  Set

the blend mode to Soft Light, Overlay, Screen or whatever is necessary to make

the pattern lighter but not too light.  Once you have something nice merge the

styled layer to an empty layer to merge the style with the layer.



40. Now we have some more options; we can either leave this as is, which is nice, or

we can push on and try to get something that looks relatively hand-drawn, which

is also nice, or we can actually hand-draw over top of the texture to simulate the

texture.  At this size, actually doing any hand-drawing is quite hard to get a nice

result.  If our houses were bigger then no problem and I encourage you to try

larger houses...but later, like after when you finish this tut.  If you want to leave

your roofs as-is for now then move on to step 42.  If you want to get something

in-between then let's continue.

41. Click on Image – Adjustments – Brightness/Contrast.  Up the brightness and

contrast until you get something that is not too harsh on the “contrast-o-meter”.

This is dependent upon your pattern and your preferences so my numbers will not

be the same as yours.  We want something that has enough contrast but still

retains some grayscale...my numbers were brightness = +25 and contrast +67.



43. Now we have to put our light gray and dark gray roofs back in.  Duplicate the

House Base layer and move it above this current layer (should still be House Base

Copy).  Set the blend mode of the layer to Multiply and set the opacity at 75%.

This is also dependent upon your pattern and lightness so you may have to adjust

to fit.  What we are looking for is a marked contrast between light side and dark

side but nothing too dark or too light.  When happy merge down.



45. Now let's work on a stroke.  We could just use a layer style for the final product

but I want something “in-between” again.  So duplicate the layer and then set the

Fill Opacity to zero (this is on the Layer Palette and is called Fill).  We will add

Layer Style of Stroke (2 pixels, black, outside) but we will also merge it to and

empty layer to remove the layer style.  Hide the House Base Copy layer.  You

should see a nice set of black lines that define the shape of your house.  Now

duplicate the layer.



47. Now we get tricksy.  Create a new layer and move it to the very top of the Layer

Palette.  Reset colors to black and white.  Filter – Render – Clouds.  Filter –

Render – Difference Clouds.  Hit ctrl-f to repeat the difference clouds.  Hit it a lot.

Hit it some more.  Just to be certain, hit it a few more times.  Pound it into

submission.  Anywhere from 20 to 50 times should be good.  If you still end up

with big chunks of white then create a new layer, fill it with black, turn the

opacity down to 25%, then merge down.  Select – Color Range = black and set the

fuzziness to around 75.  Hide this layer and click on the topmost of the house line

layers.  Click on the Move tool.  On the keyboard hit the up arrow once and the

right arrow once (or you could go down and left, doesn't matter).  Now deselect

and merge down..  What we did here was to move random parts of our lines to

create thicker spots and this gives a quasi hand-drawn look.



48.   

49. Unhide the underneath layer with the texture on it and merge down.  If you want

more contrast between light side and dark side then duplicate the layer, set the

blend mode to multiply, lower the opacity, and when happy merge down.  You

now have a house brush that is nearly done.



50.

51. Grab the square Marquee tool and drag out a selection box that encompasses your

house.  Click Edit – Copy.  Click File – New and leave the settings alone, do not

touch them...these settings will be the same size as your house so just click the

OK button.  In the new document click Edit – Paste.  Hide the background layer

leaving the house visible.  Click Edit – Define Brush Preset.  Give it whatever

name you want.  Save the image if you want then close this document and go

back to our working document.

52. Create a new layer and move it to the top of the Layer Palette or if you still have

your cloudy layer just click on that.  Fill it with white (unless you have your

clouds). Add a Layer Style of Pattern overlay and find a nice grass pattern.

53. Click on the Brush Tool.  Scroll down the list of brush tips to the very end and

you will see your house there.  Open the Brush Editor.  Click on Brush Tip Shape

and set the spacing to 200%...this prevents our houses from overlapping.  Click on

Shape Dynamics and where it says Angle Jitter leave that at 0% but the box

underneath that where it says Control change that from Off to Direction.  At the



bottom right of the Brush Editor window there are two icons so click on the one

that is not the trash can.  This one is called “Create New Brush” and will save the

settings that we just changed.  Now you have a fully functioning brush.

54. But here is how to use it.

55. Click on Edit – Preset Manager and the list of brushes will come up as default.

Scroll down to the bottom of the list and you will see your house there two times.

The very last one is the newest and the one we want to keep so click on the one

just ahead of it and then click on Delete since we don't need that one anymore and

then click Done.  

56. Create a new layer.  Make sure that black is the foreground color.  Click your

mouse button and hold it down then move the mouse to the side and you will

create a row of houses.  They look awfully dark don't they?  Heh heh, here's the

secret.

57.

58. Click on the Magic Wand tool and then click on the open area around your

houses.  This will make a selection.  Click on Select – Modify – Expand = 1.



Click on Select – Inverse.  Hold down the ctrl key and create a new layer by

clicking on the icon in the Layer Palette (it will be created underneath the houses).

Click on the paint Bucket tool and fill this area with white then deselect (ctrl-d).

Voila, now that looks more like it so just merge down.

59.   

60. Now add your favorite color.  Oh, and make a whole bunch of different types of

houses.  :)



62. If you want more of a challenge then add some dormers to your roof.  Dormers

are the extra windows that pop out from the roof.  If you can't figure out how to

make dormers then here's how.

63. Make a square selection of your roof and make sure that you get the center line in

the middle.  Don't make the selection too small because we can always go back

and erase the edges if it ends up too big.  Edit – Copy.  Edit – Paste.  This puts the

selected area onto a new layer.  Use the eraser to erase out the top part of the

square into something that looks peaked...like a child's drawing of a house.  Put a

black stroke on it, flatten the layer style by merging to an empty layer, move into

place.  Make some duplicates and place them.  Make sure that your shaded side is

on the correct side...you may have to use the Edit – Transform – Flip option.



64.


